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About the Contributors

Joseph Kingsley Adjei is a PhD candidate in International Conflict Management at Kennesaw State University, Georgia, USA. He received his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from the University of Cape Coast, Ghana. He also holds a Diploma in Education from the same university. He is a Golden Key scholar and a winner of “Who’s Who among Students in American Universities and Colleges” (2012) award. He is a member of International Studies Association and Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa (ASMEA). His recent publications include “Ghana’s Rural-Urban Dichotomy in Development: A Theoretical Explanation” (2010); “An African Model? Conflict Management in Ghana’s 2008 Presidential Election” (2012); and “Max Weber’s Argument with the Ghost of Karl Marx: Who is Right in the Context of Africa’s Development?” (2012). He is currently working on his PhD dissertation, which is on the topic: “Assets or Liabilities? Civil Society and Peacebuilding in Ghana.”

Charles Baguma has a PhD in Economic Demography and MA in Demography. He has also completed a series of training including the Post Conflict Rehabilitation Operations Management at Complutense University, Madrid. Currently Baguma is director of Gipir and Labongo Foundation. Previously he was senior programs specialist with the Makerere University Private Sector Forum; program manager for Environment and Sustainable Agriculture Programme; support unit coordinator/trainer with the Health through Water and Sanitation Programme (Hewasa); and project manager for the UNFPA /Toro Kingdom Population and Development Project. Baguma also works as a consultant and his recent assignments include National Reproductive Health Baseline Study, evaluation of the Regional Training and Exchange Programme of Eastern and Southern Africa Human Rights Organisations, evaluation of the Leadership for Change Programme Uganda Cooperative Alliance and Swedish Cooperative Centre. He has been president of the Coalition for Climate Change Mitigation and Adaption, chairperson of the Uganda Platform for Demographers, president of Rotary Club of Kabarole, and secretary general of Dag Hammarskjöld Post Graduate Hall.

Chux Ibekwe is a PhD candidate in International Conflict Management at Kennesaw State University. His research interests are in natural resource conflicts in developing countries; host community and multinational negotiations; international border disputes, international terrorism, democratization, election, and conflicts in Africa; and security issues. He has co-authored an article in the Journal of African Social Science Review and also a chapter in the book Managing Conflicts in Africa’s Democratic Transitions (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books).

Doron Pely is a PhD candidate at King’s College, London, and the Executive Director of the Sulha Research Center (www.sulha.org). He holds a B.Sc. in Computer Science from
California State University, and an MA in Dispute Resolution from UMASS Boston. He published five papers on Muslim Dispute Resolution in peer-review journals, exploring the place of honor, revenge in forgiveness in Muslim customary justice, and the similarities and differences between Muslim and Western dispute resolution approaches. Doron lectures on Sulha (a ubiquitous, Muslim inter-clan conflict management tradition) at universities such as Tafts University, Hampshire College, UMASS Boston, US Military Academy West Point, and Tel Aviv University, as well in front of community mediation groups and mixed-community municipalities.

**Everard M. Phillips** earned his PhD in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) from the Department of Law of the London School of Economics and Political Science. He also has a MA in Adult Education from Goldsmiths College, the University of London. He is accredited as a mediator in the UK and in The Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. His systemic work in the field of dispute resolution is based on his cogent understanding of the structural, interpersonal, and/or demographic basis of conflict. In 1998 he competitively gained a Winston Churchill Fellowship that required him to complete a transnational comparative evaluation of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) processes, principles, and practices, between the USA and the UK. He is a highly skilled Psychotherapist and NLP Master Practitioner who has worked on Tony Robbins’ UK team. In addition to his work in the field of ADR, he currently also works as a practitioner in the field of Human Performance Improvement (HPI) and in this capacity, has helped numerous people engage in the process of “coming home to themselves.” He has recently authored a book entitled: *The Political Calypso: A Sociolinguistic Process of Conflict Transformation.*